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Abstract: In the last decade, small unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs/drones) have become increas-
ingly popular in the airborne observation of large areas for many purposes, such as the monitoring of
agricultural areas, the tracking of wild animals in their natural habitats, and the counting of livestock.
Coupled with deep learning, they allow for automatic image processing and recognition. The aim
of this work was to detect and count the deer population in northwestern Serbia from such images
using deep neural networks, a tedious process that otherwise requires a lot of time and effort. In this
paper, we present and compare the performance of several state-of-the-art network architectures,
trained on a manually annotated set of images, and use it to predict the presence of objects in the rest
of the dataset. We implemented three versions of the You Only Look Once (YOLO) architecture and a
Single Shot Multibox Detector (SSD) to detect deer in a dense forest environment and measured their
performance based on mean average precision (mAP), precision, recall, and F1 score. Moreover, we
also evaluated the models based on their real-time performance. The results showed that the selected
models were able to detect deer with a mean average precision of up to 70.45% and a confidence
score of up to a 99%. The highest precision was achieved by the fourth version of YOLO with 86%, as
well as the highest recall value of 75%. Its compressed version achieved slightly lower results, with
83% mAP in its best case, but it demonstrated four times better real-time performance. The counting
function was applied on the best-performing models, providing us with the exact distribution of deer
over all images. Yolov4 obtained an error of 8.3% in counting, while Yolov4-tiny mistook 12 deer,
which accounted for an error of 7.1%.

Keywords: convolutional neural networks; deer; animal counting; deep learning; YOLO; SSD

1. Introduction

The world’s growing population and the expanding region of human habitation have
changed the natural life populace and behavior. Many wild animals are forced to migrate
and re-adapt in order to survive, and monitoring has become an essential task in ecosystem
preservation. Identifying and counting animals is traditionally carried out manually, using
methods such as surveys from manned aircraft, the analysis of camera footage, and other
manual techniques. Recent developments in technology have made UAVs increasingly
affordable and effective, allowing us to quickly obtain large amounts of aerial data at a high
resolution. Parallel to this, the progress in object detection algorithms and computational
power has allowed us to process images in a fast and accurate manner. The detection of
animals in aerial images serves many purposes, such as:

• Censuses: authorities need to periodically obtain animal counts to monitor the health
of the animals in wildlife parks, game centers, hunting grounds, etc. [1,2];
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• Poaching prevention: many studies have been conducted on monitoring endangered
species. Thousands of elephants, rhinos, etc., are poached every year in Africa, even
to this day [3];

• Minimization of human interference: the prevention of accidents and damage from
conflicts between humans and animals in border regions;

• Livestock monitoring: the automation of livestock counting for the monitoring of farm
production [4].

To better understand the importance of these tasks, let us observe the last point: the
most common and redundant job of a rancher or herdsman is counting their herd to derive
a headcount. It is a job that is frequently required and naturally takes up a large amount
of the rancher’s time. If we could somehow automate that process, we would save not
only a lot of time for that rancher, but also a lot of money. A good example is sheep export
from Australia, as explained in [5]. Exporters receive about AUD 80 for each sheep counted
at its overseas destination, and hence lose this amount for every sheep that is delivered
overseas but not counted by an overseas tally clerk. This loss is estimated to be about 3% of
the sheep exported, suggesting that about 15,000 sheep are shipped each year that are not
counted overseas. This amounts to an annual loss to the industry of about AUD 1,200,000.
However, for an automated counting system to be adopted by an industry, it must be at
least as accurate as, and preferably faster and less expensive than, the manual system it
replaces. In this paper, we describe one approach to monitoring wild animals, which is
the application of deep learning methods to UAV images. More specifically, we observed
a deer population in a dense forest environment. The goal of this project was to compare
models that can detect extremely small objects with a high mean average precision and, at
the same time, demonstrate competitive real-time performance.

The main goal of this work was to automate the process of counting deer near Plavna,
a hunting ground in northwestern Serbia. According to the Serbian Law of Wildlife and
Hunting, an optimal number of deer must be preserved at all times; hence, the counting must
be performed twice per year. So far, the counting process has been carried out manually,
which requires a lot of human power directly in the field and a large amount of time. Other
than that, it poses a risk for humans of getting close to the animals; it is expensive; and, most
importantly, it lacks accuracy. To offer a more efficient system, in this paper, we propose
a pipeline for animal (object) detection based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
applied to UAV images and evaluate the current state-of-the-art models, including YOLOv3,
YOLOv4, YOLOv4-tiny, and SSD. Figure 1 depicts an overall methodology flowchart for
this study. To summarize, the detection of animals in the environment should give an
insight into the location and distribution of animals at a particular location, as well as their
approximate number over the observed area. The fourth version of YOLO made a remarkable
improvement in small object detection [6–9], so we set YOLOv4 as the benchmark.

As mentioned already, these models were applied to UAV images obtained over an
area in northwestern Serbia. A UAV, more commonly known as a drone, is an aircraft
without any human pilot, i.e., they are capable of flying autonomously. These vehicles
follow flight plans based on GPS coordinates, which are usually programmed before the
flight but can also be changed during the flight. A University of Adelaide study has
shown that monitoring wildlife using drones is more accurate than traditional counting
approaches. In the Epic Duck Challenge, teams experimented on semi-automating the
counting process by making fake bird colonies out of decoy ducks on a beach in Adelaide,
Australia, and developing an algorithm to count the birds. They found that the computer
was able to produce a count similar to that of a human reviewing the scene. These studies
have opened up the potential of drones to not only save time but also to increase the
accuracy of the data that are collected.
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Figure 1. Methodology flowchart of this study. Blue parts represent data preprocessing, green parts
concern AI (artificial intelligence) model training, and red parts indicate the evaluation of the results
using four metrics and a counting function.

Moreover, many previous studies have demonstrated the success of using CNNs to
detect animals from UAV or similar images. Recent important works have considered the
detection of large mammals in the African Savanna. Duporge et al. [10] employed artificial
neural networks for high-resolution satellite imagery to automatically detect and count
African elephants in a woodland savanna ecosystem. These censuses play an important part
in the fight against the extinction of many endangered species in Africa, which is why much
more research has been conducted. In [3], the authors proposed several recommendations
to guide CNN models for the detection of large mammals in UAV images consisting mostly
of the background class. Similarly, the authors of [11] proposed the novel Context-aware
Dense Feature Distillation (CDFD) method, addressing the difficulty of detecting small
objects in remote-sensing images and focused on improving remote-sensing object detection
performance. YOLO models have proved to be highly successful in animal detection when
trained on high-quality datasets and properly optimized for the task at hand. Some results
can be found in [12,13]. Han et al. implemented the YOLOv3 network, achieving over 95%
accuracy in detecting livestock in grassland. Gomez et al. demonstrated the efficiency of
the YOLOv4 model even when training on low-quality images while addressing the issue
of monitoring animals in the wild without disturbing them.

Another frequently analyzed problem is cattle counting, which can be of great importance
for trade and the economies of many countries. Several detectors can be found in the works
of Chamoso et al. [1] and van Gemert et al. [4], both tackling the problem of cattle counting.
Moreover, the Verschoor Aerial Cow Dataset [14], a dataset available to the public, allows for
more research to to be carried out on animal monitoring. This dataset contains recordings
of cows in a meadow, captured with a GoPro HERO 3 camera attached to a UAV. It also
includes labels with the location of the cows in each video frame. As usual, the location of
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each cow is denoted by a bounding box surrounding the object. Using drones in combination
with AI models for animal detection is a relatively new field of research with many potential
applications in wildlife conservation and monitoring. During our research, we encountered
this topic in several studies, which included using AI models with thermal and regular camera
images [5,7,15], video footage [9], and satellite imagery [10]. Still, there is a major gap in the
research regarding the use of drones for animal detection due to the limited availability of
high-quality data for training, the issue we address in Section 5.1. However, it is important
to note the importance of the safe use of UAV aircraft around rural areas where there exist
security threats to people, objects, and country regulations [16].

2. Object Detection Techniques

In addition to detecting the presence of animals, in order to effectively track them and
monitor their actions, it is also necessary to localize the animals within the image. This is the
task of object detection. Object detection systems locate all positions of objects of interest in
the input by framing them into bounding boxes and classifying them into categories. The
process consists of two or three steps: localization—the drawing of bounding boxes; the
extraction of features for each region; and recognition—identifying the classes of the objects
in the image. In our case, we dealt with only one class—deer. A modern detector usually
consists of two main parts—the backbone and the head of the detector [17]. The backbone
refers to the feature extractor network and is a crucial part of every CNN. It takes an input
image and extracts the feature map upon which the rest of the network is based. Depending
on the platform that the detector runs on (CPU or GPU), the backbone varies mostly between
VGG, ResNet, DenseNet, and MobileNet [18]. There are two approaches for the development
of the head of the detector—an approach based on the region proposal algorithms, also
known as a two-stage approach, and an approach based on regression or classification that
uses real-time and unified networks, i.e., the one-stage approach. In this work, we focused
on the one-stage approach. There were two main factors contributing to this decision:

• Speed: One-stage detectors are typically faster than two-stage detectors as they per-
form all the necessary operations, including object detection and classification, in a
single pass through the network. This makes them well-suited for real-time applica-
tions such as ours.

• Simplicity: One-stage detectors are generally simpler and require less computational
power. Due to our limited resources during this research, they were a better solution.

2.1. You Only Look Once

As a very simple and extremely fast model, this state-of-the-art algorithm gained
popularity soon after it was first presented in 2015 [19]. It reframed object detection as a single
regression problem, progressing straight from image pixels to bounding box coordinates and
class probabilities. As a regression problem, it divides the input image into an S× S grid and,
if the center of the object falls within the target grid cell, this grid is responsible for detecting
the object by predicting the B bounding boxes, the confidence score, and the class probability.
Each bounding box consists of four predictions: x y, w, and h. The (x,y) coordinates represent
the center coordinates of the predicted bounding box, relative to the boundaries of the grid
cell. The remaining two coordinates are the width and height, respectively, and they are
predicted relative to the whole image. The confidence score represents how confident the
model is that the specific bounding box contains the object. It is expressed as the accuracy,
and, naturally, if there is no object in that cell, the confidence score is equal to zero.

All versions of YOLO use extensive data augmentation, divided into photometric dis-
tortions and geometric distortions. In dealing with photometric distortions, the brightness,
contrast, hue, saturation, and noise of an image are adjusted. For geometric distortions, random
scaling, cropping, flipping, and rotating are performed. In YOLOv4, the authors also intro-
duced a new method of mosaic data augmentation. Mosaic data augmentation is performed by
mixing four training images, in contrast with the already known CutMix process [20], which
mixes only two input images. In this way, batch normalization calculates activation statistics
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from four different images on each layer, which significantly reduces the need for a large
mini-batch size.

In our work, the pre-trained YOLOv4 model was further trained using images with
dimensions of 416 × 416. The learning rate was initialized to 0.001 with a decay rate of
0.0005, and the momentum was set to 0.9. The training was carried out in 2000 steps with a
batch size of 64. During the training of YOLOv4, firstly, the size of the input images was
adjusted so that all the input images had the same fixed size. We also trained YOLOv4-
tiny, which is a lightweight YOLO-series method, representing the compressed version of
YOLOv4. Lightweight methods such as this have a simpler network structure and fewer
parameters than other networks. Therefore, they require lower computational resources
and memory and have a higher detection speed. The prediction process is completely the
same as that in YOLOv3 and YOLOv4, but significantly faster. The frames per second
(FPS) in YOLOv4-tiny is approximated to be eight times lower than in YOLOv4, while
the accuracy for YOLOv4-tiny is two thirds that of YOLOv4. Hence, for real-time object
detection problems, the compressed version is preferred.

2.2. Single Shot Multibox Detector

SSD is a method introduced by Liu et al. [21] for detecting objects in images using a
single deep neural network, i.e., a one-stage detector. The SSD approach is based on a feed-
forward convolutional network that produces a fixed-size collection of bounding boxes and
a measurement of certainty that the objects are in those boxes, followed by a non-maximum
suppression (NMS) step to produce the final detection. According to the authors, SSD is
much faster than other well-known object detectors, such as YOLO and Faster-RCNN, while
maintaining the same accuracy. We confirmed this in our research, as SSD finished training
in 5000 steps, approximately three times faster than YOLO versions 3 and 4. However, the
performance was slightly lower than what YOLO achieved.

The SSD model can be divided into three parts: the base network, auxiliary network,
and prediction network. The base of SSD is any image classification network without the
last fully connected layer, and it is used to extract a feature map from the input image. This
feature map is then passed through an auxiliary network. We used a model with MobileNet
as its base. The key idea underlying SSD is the concept of default boxes, which represent the
careful selection of bounding boxes based on their sizes, aspect ratios, and positions across
the image. There are 8732 default bounding boxes. The network is trained to perform two
main tasks: (1) classifying which amongst the 8732 default boxes are positive; (2) predicting
offsets from the positive default box coordinates to obtain the final predicted bounding
boxes. During the training, each ground truth box is matched to the default box with
the best Jaccard overlap (J), with a threshold of 0.5. The Jaccard coefficient measures the
similarity between finite sample sets and is defined as the size of the intersection divided
by the size of the union of the sample sets (A is set 1 and B is set 2):

J(A, B) =
|A ∩ B|
|A ∪ B| =

|A ∩ B|
|A|+ |B| − |A ∩ B| (1)

The output of the detector head is the number of predicted bounding boxes overlap-
ping each other for the same ground truth. Before the final prediction is generated, the
overlapped bounding boxes need to be processed and filtered. SSD uses non-maximum
suppression to remove duplicate predictions pointing to the same object. NMS is an essen-
tial method for postprocessing in object detection to eliminate the redundant bounding
boxes. This is carried out by sorting the predictions by the confidence score.

The overall objective loss function is the weighted sum of the localization loss and the
confidence loss [21]:

L(x, l, c, g) =
1
N
(Lcon f (x, c) + αLloc(x, l, g)), (2)
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smoothL1(x) =

{
0.5x2 if |x| < 1
|x| − 0.5 otherwise

, (3)

where N is the number of matched default boxes, and Lcon f and Lloc are the confidence and
localization loss, respectively. If there are no matched boxes, i.e., N = 0, then the loss equals
0. The localization loss is a smooth L1 loss between the predicted box l and the ground
truth box g. The confidence loss is the softmax loss over multiple class confidences c. We
calculated and present the graphs of all of these losses for our training in the Results section.

We used the TensorFlow Object Detection API (application programming interface) [22] to
build the SSD model. This API allows the implementations of different deep learning object
detection algorithms, from which we selected the model referred to as COCO, which has an
SSD300 architecture and was pre-trained on the COCO dataset [23]. The reason behind this
decision was that objects in COCO tend to be smaller than in other frequently used datasets,
such as PASCAL VOC [24], and it contains images with an input size of 300 × 300, which
made it suitable for our specific problem. The pre-trained model was trained at a learning
rate of 10−3 for the first 160,000 iterations, which was then decreased to 10−4 for the next
40,000 iterations, and further down to 10−5 for another 40,000 iterations. We used default
hyperparameter values for this model, as retrieved from the API.

SSD also includes data augmentation in order to make the model more robust to
various input object sizes and shapes. Each image is first randomly sampled by taking
either the patch of the image with the specified minimum Jaccard overlap with the object
of interest, or the entire image. After that, each sampled patch is resized to a fixed size and
is flipped horizontally with a probability of 0.5, in addition to applying some photo-metric
distortions, such as random brightness, contrast, hue, and saturation [21].

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Data

Aerial imaging provides a detailed overview and quick monitoring of large areas,
making it a very efficient way to solve this specific problem. As mentioned in Section 1, the
data were collected in the northwestern region of Serbia. The hunting ground of Plavna
covers a total of 2619 ha, of which 630 ha are enclosed. The predominant large species are
deer and wild boar. The dataset consisted of 30 UAV images, with three different image sizes,
originating from three different UAVs: 4608 × 3456 (DJI Phantom 4 Pro V2.0), 4864 × 3648
(Parrot Company SenseFly eBee), and 4000× 3000 pixels (DJI Inspire 1), whose specifications
are shown in Figure 2.

The number of images of each size is provided in Table 1. As part of the data
augmentation and a method for model evaluation, we divided all images into smaller
pieces. We achieved this by applying the tiling function on each image of our dataset.
Each smaller image was 416 × 416 × 3 in size, and all the deer were labeled manually.
After applying the tiling function to these 30 images, 2340 new smaller images were
obtained, of which 120 contained ground truth, i.e., bounding boxes. There were a total
of 169 objects (deer) or regions of interest (ROIs) in the complete dataset.

Table 1. Details of the images provided and the number of labels.

No. of Images No. of Deer Recorded

4608 × 3456 2 2
4864 × 3648 16 87
4000 × 3000 12 80

Total 30 169
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Figure 2. UAV performances and camera specifications of platforms used for data acquisitions.

3.2. Ground Truth

All the tested models required only bounding boxes for the objects as labels for training.
So, before training any detection network, the manual task of annotating all training images
had to be performed to acquire ground truth. The process of labeling involved visual
scanning and marking the parts of the images where the objects of interest were located.
As mentioned, 169 deer were identified in the dataset; hence, 169 bounding boxes were
drawn. For this purpose, the LabelImg annotation tool [25] was used. This graphical image
annotation tool was written in Python and allows for the labeling of images with minimum
effort. During the labeling process, bounding boxes were drawn around each deer in the
image. Figure 3 shows the LabelImg interface for one image from our dataset.

Figure 3. Labeling with LabelImg tool.

The information provided for the bounding box also depends on the output for-
mat, i.e., on the network requirements. Pascal VOC is the format used by the Pascal
VOC dataset (Figure 4). These kinds of annotation are needed to train the Single Shot
Multibox Detector. After completing the annotation, an xml file is generated for each
image annotated. The coordinates of each bounding box in that file are encoded with
four values expressed as pixel locations: [xmin , ymin , xmax , ymax ], where (xmin , ymin) are
the coordinates of the top-left corner of the bounding box and (xmax , ymax) are the coor-
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dinates of the bottom-right corner of the bounding box. Besides these coordinates, the
path to the file is provided, along with the class name, image size, and image depth.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Annotations generated by LabelImg tool. (a) Annotation in Pascal VOC format. (b)
Annotation in YOLO format.

The Yolo format is used for training all versions of the You Only Look Once networks.
As in the previous case, a new file is generated for every image, but this time in the txt
format. This text file contains as many rows as there are objects of interest in that image, i.e,
one row for each deer in our case. Each of these rows contains the class number, ranging
from 0 up to the number of classes, and the corresponding bounding box coordinates. Since
there was only one class in our dataset, the first element of each row was 0. Furthermore,
the bounding box is represented by four values: [xcenter, ycenter, w, h], where (xcenter, ycenter)
are the coordinates of the central pixel of the bounding box, and w and h represent the
width and height of that bounding box. Moreover, all of these values are normalized, i.e.,
the value of x is divided by the width of the entire image and the value of y by its height.

3.3. Methods

To overcome the problem of small objects on a large background, we applied the tiling
function as part of the preprocessing. This function divides each image into smaller pieces
of the same size. It is common practice to split up large images into smaller tiles and assess
each one individually. E.g., given an image 4000 × 3000 pixels in size, as was the case for
some of our images, if we assume a tile size of 1000 × 1000 pixels as a realistic size for
naked-eye screening, we would have to divide such an image into 12 smaller pieces. The
main idea behind this approach is to break down a large image into smaller, manageable
chunks, which can be further processed by the AI model separately and then combined
to produce a final output. There are several ways of dividing large images into smaller
pieces, such as using a sliding window or a fixed grid. In our work, we decided on the
latter in order to obtain non-overlapping tiles. This was carried out by specifying a fixed
size for the patches, as models require the same input size for all images, and then dividing
each image. Object detection was then performed on each patch separately. By utilizing
this approach, we not only generated more images for our training, but the models were
allowed to focus on a specific region of the image, which could improve the accuracy
and efficiency of the analysis. Additionally, breaking down the image into smaller pieces
could also help reduce the amount of memory and computational resources required to
process the image, which could be particularly important when working with large or
high-resolution images. Moreover, in this way, we reduced the amount of background
class in each image, performed data augmentation, and resized all images to the same size.
We also tested the performance on different numbers of tiles and showed that all models
performed poorly when dealing with a large class imbalance. As we set YOLOv4 as our
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benchmark, all images were divided into smaller pieces 416 × 416 pixels in size, in order to
better match this model’s requirements.

We compared the results of each model using three problem setups:

1. The training set contained only positive samples;
2. The training set contained an equal number of positive and negative samples;
3. The training set contained substantially more negative samples.

For the positive samples, the fixed amount was determined by the size of the labeled
dataset. The positive samples dataset contained 120 tiles (Figure 5), that is, there were
120 images in the first case. In the second case, there were 120 images for positive samples
and 120 random negative samples (Figure 6), chosen in such a way that the number of
positive and negative sample tiles from each image was the same. The number of negative
samples in the third case was substantially larger, with 2220 tiles containing no animals,
summing up to 2340 images in total. The annotation file in the case of the negative samples
was an empty txt or xml file.

Figure 5. Examples of positive samples, i.e., tiles containing at least one deer.

Figure 6. Examples of negative samples, i.e., tiles without deer.

The idea for such an evaluation method came from the authors of YOLO, who pro-
posed that in order to increase the precision of the network, there should be as many images
of negative samples as there are images with objects. We checked this statement by training
in all three cases. The results achieved were different for all the models.

The experimental setups of some hyperparameters are illustrated in Table 2. These
parameters were the same for all three cases.

YOLOv4 consists of four blocks—a CSPDarknet53 backbone [26], an SPP additional
module [27], a PANet path-aggregation neck [28], and a YOLOv3 [19] (anchor-based)
head. The described architecture was first pre-trained on ImageNet [29]. In the network,
the maximum pooling filter was applied three times, with one stride and sizes of 5, 9,
and 13, in this particular order. On the other hand, no pooling layer was implemented in
YOLOv3. In the compressed YOLOv4, this type of layer was used consistently, after every
four convolutional layers, with both a size and a stride of 2. The main difference between
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YOLOv4 and YOLOv4-tiny is that the network size is dramatically reduced in the latter.
Moreover, the number of convolutional layers in the CSP backbone is compressed: it
uses a CSPDarknet53-tiny backbone network instead of the CSPDarknet53 backbone
used in YOLOv4, which contains fewer convolution layers. Is also contains only two
YOLO heads, as opposed to the three in YOLOv4. Beside heads, the complete network
contains 21 convolutional layers (as opposed to the 110 layers used in YOLO4 and 75 used
in YOLOv3), as well as 3 pooling layers. To further simplify the computation process,
the YOLOv4-tiny method uses the LeakyReLU function as an activation function in
the CSPDarknet53-tiny network instead of the Mish activation function, except for the
convolutional layers which come before the head layers.

Table 2. Configuration of hyperparameters of each model.

YOLOv4 YOLOv4-tiny YOLOv3 SSD

Batch size 64 64 10 24
Momentum 0.949 0.9 0.9 0.9

Learning rate 0.001 0.00261 0.001 0.004
Decay 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0

To train these models, first we had to clone the darknet github repository [30] and
initialize the weights with the pre-trained weights, which were different and specialized
for each model. These weights can also be obtained from [30]. To set up the number of
training steps, we followed the authors’ recommendations for the repository. The number
of steps was equal to the number of classes multiplied by 2000; thus, as we had only one
class, we trained for 2000 steps. Further fine-tuning was required in order to adapt the
model to the different datasets. The number of filters used before each YOLO layer was
calculated as (classes + 5)× 3, so we changed all the filter values to 18 if the neural network
layer preceded a “YOLO” layer. The authors also provided further recommendations on
how to improve the training precision and speed by adjusting the network resolution.
After increasing the network resolution, i.e., increasing the tile size, we compared the
performance of YOLOv4-tiny for images of three different sizes: 416 × 416, 512 × 512,
and 608 × 608. SSD was trained on the same dataset for 5000, 7000, and 9000 iterations to
compare the performances. In all cases, the learning rate was 10−3, without decay. The
architecture of both networks is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. A comparison between the SSD and YOLO network architectures [21]. The architecture of
YOLO uses an intermediate fully connected layer instead of the convolutional filter used in SSD for
the final predictions.
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3.4. Evaluation Metrics

For the purpose of estimating the performance of the predictions, several concepts
are introduced below. In the case of object detection, the evaluation metrics employed
measured how close the detected bounding boxes were to the ground truth bounding
boxes. This is called Intersection Over Union (IOU), and it was measured by assessing
the overlap of the two bounding boxes. We distinguished three different sizes of
bounding boxes: small (area < 322 pixels), medium (322 < area < 962 pixels), and large
(area > 962). As each model used annotations in a specific format, their results were
dependent on the specific metric implementation associated with the dataset on which
they were pre-trained. This meant that the evaluation metrics were directly associated
with a given annotation format; therefore, the results are reported only for the metrics
implemented for the benchmarking dataset. Table 3 lists the object detection methods
that we used, along with the metrics used to report their results. The metrics have the
following notations:

• mAP—mean average precision over classes averaged over IOU thresholds ranging
from .5 to .95 with .05 increments;

• mAP@.50, mAP@.75—mean average precision at 50% and 75% IOU, respectively;
• APS, APM, APL—mean average precision for small, medium, and large objects,

respectively;
• AR1, AR10, AR100—average recall with at most 1, 10, and 100 detections per image,

respectively;
• ARS, ARM, ARL—average recall with at most 100 detections per image for small,

medium, and large objects, respectively. These three metrics are referred to as AP
across scale.

Table 3. Object detection methods used and their performance metrics.

Method Benchmark Dataset Metrics

SSD COCO
mAP; mAP@.50; mAP@.75;

APS; APM; APL; AR1; AR10;
AR100; ARS; ARM; ARL

YOLOv3 COCO
mAP; mAP@.50; mAP@.75;

APS; APM; APL; AR1; AR10;
AR100; ARS; ARM; ARL

YOLOv4 COCO mAP; mAP@.50; mAP@.75;
APS; APM; APL

During the detection, there were four possible outcomes: true positive, true negative,
false positive (FP), and false negative (FN), which we denote with NTP, NTN , NFP, and NFN ,
respectively. True positive (TP) refers to a correct prediction with an IOU larger than or
equal to a certain threshold. Conversely, true negative (TN) refers to a true detection that
has an IOU smaller than the threshold. False positives happen when a section of the image
is recognized as a deer but is actually part of the background. This can occur when items in
the background, such as logs or large rocks, are mistaken for animals due to the similarity
in color and size. False negatives happen when deer are in the image but are not recognized
by the detector.

Precision is the ability of a model to identify only relevant objects. It denotes the
percentage of correct positive predictions, while recall is defined by the ratio of the positive
instances that are correctly detected by the detector and all labeled positive instances. The
precision and recall were calculated as follows:

Precision =
NTP

NTP + NFP
(4)
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Recall =
NTP

NTP + NFN
(5)

There is a trade-off between precision and recall, meaning that as the precision curve
increases, the recall value decreases, and vice versa. However, the two do not encapsulate
the whole picture. Instead, we used mean average precision and recall values. MAP was
calculated by the mean of the average precision for all classes, that is:

mAP =
1
C

C

∑
i=1

APi, (6)

where APi is the average precision for class i, and C is the total number of classes in the
dataset. The complete calculation for the average precision can be found in [31].

The F1 measure indicates the trade-off between recall and precision, as shown in the
equation below.

F1 score = 2× precision× recall
precision + recall

(7)

The F1 score is limited to a [0, 1] interval, with a value of 0 if either the precision or
recall (or both) are 0, and a value of 1 when both precision and recall are 1.

4. Results

The best results for each model are shown in Table 4. All tested methods were
implemented in Google Colaboratory, with the use of GPU and CUDA, for a higher training
speed. The bounding boxes of each deer detected in the frames were annotated with a
confidence score and the class name.

Table 4. Comparison of the best results achieved by each model and the case in which they were achieved.

Model mAP Recall Case

YOLOv4 0.71 0.75 2nd
SSD 0.70 0.39 3rd

YOLOv4-tiny 0.65 0.62 1st
YOLOv3 0.38 0.25 2nd

Before training, the dataset is split into the training and test set for performance
evaluation, with train and test sets containing 85% and 15% of all images, respectively. This
division is performed randomly, using the implemented function. The number of images
in each set depends on which of the three setups is examined. All models are fed with
the same size input data—416 × 416, which is required for You Only Look Once models.
SSD, however, uses images of size 300 × 300, but resizing is carried out automatically
by the model itself. For the comparison of models we used two performance evaluation
metrics—mean average precision (with IOU = 0.5) and recall. We also used precision, as
well as F1 score for comparison between different YOLO models.

According to the overall detection results for each model in their best case presented
in Table 4, the two versions of YOLOv4 outperformed the YOLOv3 approach by 27–32%
in terms of mean average precision.The results obtained for YOLOv3 were not favorable,
with only 29.8% mAP and 0.30 recall in the first case and 38.38% mAP and 0.25 recall in
the second case. Specifically, YOLOv4, with the CSPDarknet53 backbone, achieved the
top mAP in all three cases of all YOLO models examined. In comparison, the Darknet-53
backbone obtained only 38.38% mAP as the best result. On the other hand, YOLOv4 had a
competitive recall performance, whereas SSD achieved a poor recall value in all three cases.

Next, we observed how the SSD network performed with more steps, as we noticed
that the mAP value was very unstable in the early steps and became more stable after the
3000th step. For this reason, we trained using three cases, starting from 5000 steps and
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increasing by 2000 for each subsequent training process. There was a steady increase in
the mAP value from approximately the 2000th step until the 5000th, after which the curve
started to converge, i.e., more training was unlikely to lead to model improvement, so we
deduced that 5000 steps was an optimal value and used it for further training. These values
are shown in Figure 8. For this evaluation, mean average precision was used with an IOU
of 50%.

Figure 8. mAP@.50 IOU curves for different numbers of training steps for the Single Shot Detector.

However, when we set the threshold of IOU to 0.75, that is, when we chose a more
restrictive IOU, the mAP value significantly improved with a higher number of steps. This
is shown in Figure 9, which shows that adding more steps for the training increased the
mAP by up to 10% from 5000 to 9000 steps for the detection of medium-sized boxes. Since
the main goal of this work was the counting of deer, and not strictly localizing them, we
decided that IOU = 0.50 was sufficient for this specific problem.

Figure 9. mAP@.75 IOU curves for different numbers of training steps for the Single Shot Detector.

Based on research using the VOC2017 test set, the authors of [21] deduced that SSD
performed much worse on smaller objects than on larger ones and was very sensitive
to the bounding box size. Our mAP and recall results for the detection of small and
medium objects confirmed this statement. Several comparisons of the detection results
between different models are visualized in Figures 10 and 11. As shown in Figure 10, the
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confidence scores of the predictions from both YOLOv4 and SSD were very high. However,
in Figure 11, we can see that YOLOv4-tiny predicted the same deer with a much lower
confidence score than YOLOv4 and SSD; however, on the contrary, it provided a very
high confidence score for small target objects. When it came to real-time performance,
YOLOv4-tiny was significantly faster than all the other trained models—up to four times
faster than YOLOv4 and v3 and two times faster than SSD.

(a) (b)

Figure 10. Confidence score of YOLOv4 (a) and SSD (b) on the same image. (a) You Only Look Once
version 4. (b) Single Shot Multibox Detector.

(a) (b)

Figure 11. Comparison of YOLOv4-tiny performance for detecting small (a) and medium objects (b).

4.1. SSD Results

To train an intelligent object detection model with good performance, it is crucial to
provide enough samples for it to learn the general patterns. That is why usually, the more
data one has, the better the results achieved. For SSD, the third case yielded the best results,
while the first case, in which we trained the model using only 102 images, yielded the
smallest mAP but the highest recall.

We trained the SSD model in all three setups for 5000 steps and noticed a steady
increase of 5% for each case with more images. That is, in the first case, the maximum mAP
rate achieved was 60%; in the second case, with double the number of images, the mAP
was around 65%; and in the third case, the highest mAP was 70%. The results for the first
and third cases are shown in Figure 12, while the results for the second case can be seen in
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Figures 13 and 14. The total loss also followed this trend and was much lower in the third
case. What is more, the loss started to increase with the number of steps in setups 1 and 2,
while in the third setup it showed the opposite trend and constantly declined. Given that
the third case yielded the best results, we also show the classification and localization loss
results for this case in Figure 15.

Figure 12. mAP@.50 IOU—the average precision using IOU = 0.5 for the first case (left) and the third
case (right).

(a) (b)

Figure 13. Mean average precision for small and medium objects when trained on the set of 240 im-
ages, of which 120 were positive and 120 negative samples. (a) Detection of small objects. (b) Detection
of medium objects.

(a) (b)

Figure 14. Mean average recall for detecting small and medium bounding boxes from 240 images
after 5000 steps of training. (a) Detection of small objects. (b) Detection of medium objects.
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(a) (b)

Figure 15. Classification and localization loss of the SSD model trained on 1989 images for 5000 steps.
(a) Classification loss. (b) Localization loss.

4.2. YOLO Results

After training each model for 2000 steps with the hyperparameters listed in Table 2,
YOLOv4 achieved a better performance than both YOLOv3 and YOLOv4-tiny in all three
cases based on each of the four measurements, with more than two times better results than
YOLOv3 and slightly better results than YOLOv4-tiny. In contrast to YOLOv4, the tiny
version worked the best in the first case when trained only on positive samples, achieving
an mAP of 65.11% and a precision of 0.79. The performances of the first, second, and third
case are presented in Tables 5–7.

Table 5. Results achieved by all the models in the first case.

Precision Recall F1 Score mAP

YOLOv4 0.83 0.62 0.62 0.69
YOLOv4-tiny 0.79 0.62 0.70 0.65

YOLOv3 0.70 0.30 0.42 0.30

Table 6. Results achieved by all the models in the second case.

Precision Recall F1 Score mAP

YOLOv4 0.86 0.75 0.80 0.71
YOLOv4-tiny 0.83 0.42 0.56 0.63

YOLOv3 0.75 0.25 0.38 0.38

Table 7. Results achieved by all the models in the third case.

Precision Recall F1 Score mAP

YOLOv4 0.60 0.46 0.52 0.51
YOLOv4-tiny 0.40 0.31 0.35 0.32

YOLOv3 0 0 0 0.18

For the purpose of counting the number of detected deer, we tested all of the images at
once, both training and testing, and saved the output as a text file. As already mentioned,
the number of manually annotated bounding boxes was 169, i.e., a human could find
169 deer in the given dataset. In contrast, our model with the highest mAP—YOLOv4 in
the second case—recorded 155 deer in total, while the compressed version found 157 deer
in all the images.

4.3. Generalization and False Positive Results

According to the authors of [21], SSD may encounter higher confusion between classes
with similar object categories, especially for animals. On the other hand, in [17], it is claimed
that YOLOv4 is invariant to background changes and deals better with recognizing objects
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in new environments compared to the other detectors. Moreover, YOLO learns the general
representations of objects, so it is much less likely to make errors when applied to new
domains or unexpected inputs. We tested both of these statements by adding new images
to our testing set that contained other animals of similar sizes and colors to our deer class.
Images from the Verschoor Aerial Cow Dataset mentioned in Section 1, as well as some
images from the internet, which were labeled for reuse, were used to test the generality
of the CNN in a broader scope of image conditions. We used the trained algorithms as-is
and only applied them on novel test images. We confirmed the invariance of YOLOv4 to
differences in the background but not to different animal species. This model was able to
successfully recognize the deer class in all additional images, despite a large difference in
the background. However, it mistook other animals for deer, e.g., cows and elephants. For
our purposes of counting deer in hunting ground areas where there are no other classes
of animals, this did not represent much of a problem, as both YOLOv4 and YOLOv4-tiny
were able to successfully detect almost all deer in the images. We therefore concluded
that the algorithms developed in this work could be applied in other settings, i.e., for the
detection of other animal species and in variable background scenes. For example, YOLOv4
detected almost every cow from the Verschoor Aerial Cow Dataset despite a large change
in the background from shades of gray in the forest environment to green meadows. A few
characteristic examples are presented in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Results of YOLOv4 when applied to new images with different backgrounds to those in
the training set.

5. Discussion

After observing the results for the SSD in all three cases, we determined that the best
performance was achieved in the third case, with the most data available. The explanation
for why the SSD performed much better in the third case, especially compared to the other
models, lay in the use of hard negative mining. When the default box system was used
in the SSD, the number of negative matches was much larger than the number of positive
matches. In this case, we trained the model to learn the background space rather than detect
objects, and this impeded the training. To overcome this, instead of using all the negatives,
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the SSD sorted these negatives by their calculated confidence loss and then picked the
negatives with the highest loss and made sure that the ratio between the selected negatives
and positives was at most 3:1. This led to faster and more stable training, as well as a lower
class imbalance.

In the case of YOLOv4, the best results were achieved in the second case, as suggested
by the authors of that model, who inspired the idea for the three evaluation cases by stating
that the optimal situation was for the model to have as many negative samples as positive.
YOLOv4 performed slightly better in the second case, with a 1.24% higher mAP and a 3%
better precision. Although the difference was not significantly large, our model was trained
on only 2000 steps. We suspect that the difference would be higher for a higher number
of classes and, therefore, more training steps. The changes in the other measures were
proportional to the changes in the mAP value and precision. The loss and mAP values
during the training of YOLOv4 in the first case are shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Loss and mAP performance during the training of YOLOv4 in the first case.

We noticed that the highest mAP was achieved around the 1200th step, after which
it fluctuated. However, the model saved the weight periodically at each 1000th step, so
for the testing we chose the weight file with the highest mean average precision. The first
calculation of the mAP was carried out around the 1000th step. Figure 18 shows the training
results for the third version of YOLO in the first (a) and second (b) cases.

The reason for the poor results in mAP and recall was due to the large number of
false negative results. During the training of the first case, we recorded 16 false negative
detections, while only 7 true positive and 3 false positive detections were recorded in the
first case. In the third case, there were no true positive cases, which was why all precision,
recall, and F1 score values were calculated to be zero. We could conclude that YOLOv3
performed very badly when there were many negative samples. In order to obtain the
bounding box during the testing phase, the threshold was lowered to 0.3 and even to 0.1
in some cases. These low confidence scores are shown in Figure 19. We can see that the
confidence score in the first image was only 0.11, in which case the threshold had to be
lowered to 0.1, while in the second image, the confidence of prediction was 0.41. These
values were significantly lower compared to the other models, which predicted the same
objects with confidence scores of up to 0.95.

The performance of the compressed YOLOv4 is shown in Figures 20 and 21 for all
three cases. Even though YOLOv4-tiny achieved better precision in the second case, when
the negative samples were added, its recall was much higher in the first case, while the
precision was only 0.04% lower. In the counting context, recall was more important, as it
measured how many of the deer were detected, whereas precision measured how confident
one could be that the detected object was actually a deer. In general, the recall was lower
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than the precision in each case, which suggested that within the detected objects there were
more true positive than false positive detections. Given that the training time of this model
was very short and the results were as favorable as in YOLOv4, we concluded that this
model worked the best for the given problem.

The fact that deep CNNs could actually decrease the accuracy in the case of small and
medium objects, as all the relevant information disappeared, could explain why YOLOv4-
tiny achieved such good results and real-time performance, given its structure. That is,
the compressed YOLOv4 comprises only 21 convolutional layers, as opposed to the 110
used in YOLO4 and the 75 layers in YOLOv3. Moreover, except for YOLOv4-tiny, which
yielded high confidence scores even for small objects, all the models were less confident
when predicting small objects compared to medium objects. From Figures 13 and 14, we
can see that the mAP score for medium objects was much higher than for small objects. The
same was true for the recall. No large bounding boxes were detected during the training.

(a)

(b)

Figure 18. Representations of loss and mAP values during the training of YOLOv3 in the first (a) and
second (b) cases.
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Figure 19. Illustration of bounding boxes and confidence score predictions of YOLOv3 in the second
case, when it achieved the highest mAP.

(a)

(b)

Figure 20. Representations of loss and mAP values during the training of YOLOv4-tiny in the first
two setups, with a different number of training images. In the first case (a), the highest mAP achieved
was 65.11%, while in the second case (b) that value was slightly lower at 63.00%. The loss value
remained low at all times. (a) Setup 1. (b) Setup 2.
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Another upside of the compressed YOLOv4 structure was its very fast training speed.
The training time of the YOLOv4 model was approximately 8 h when trained on 108 images.
This time was doubled in the third case, when the model was trained on 1990 images. On
the other hand, the training of YOLOv4-tiny took a maximum of only 2 h for both cases.
Therefore, even though YOLOv4 performed slightly better than its compressed version,
YOLOv4-tiny had a training speed up to eight times faster; hence, it was better in terms
of real-time performance. Taking this into account, the differences in precision and mAP
values are negligible if one is in need of fast results.

Figure 21. Representations of loss and mAP values during the training of YOLOv4-tiny in the setup
with the highest number of training images. Chart shows poor performance of the model due to the
large number of negative samples. The loss value remained low.

Moreover, in [30], the authors stated that increasing the image size from the default of
416 × 416 to any larger number that is a multiple of 32 would increase the precision. To
extend our research, we conducted an exploratory analysis of the performance of YOLOv4-
tiny in several new cases, due to its fast training time. We trained this model using images
with input sizes of 512 × 512 and 608 × 608 and confirmed these authors’ statement with
our results. The charts of these training processes are shown in Figure 22. Increasing the
network resolution to 512 × 512 yielded an mAP value of 68.87%, which was 3.76% higher
than the highest value for the 416 × 416 images. The precision also increased from 0.79 to
0.85, which was among the highest precision values obtained in our work. Increasing the
resolution even more improved the results as well. The result obtained for mAP was only
slightly lower at 68.18%, but all the other measures—precision, recall, and F1 score—were
improved, with values of 0.86, 0.60, and 0.71, respectively. After the testing of the model,
we were able to obtain the bounding boxes with a confidence score of up to 0.99. In all five
cases, the tested loss retained an acceptably low level.

Finally, from Tables 5–7, we noticed that all detectors obtained better results for the
first and second setups than for the third setup, e.g., with respective mAP values of 72.35%
and 50.52% for YOLOv4. This showed that introducing too many negative samples led to a
loss in performance in all cases.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 22. Charts of the YOLOv4-tiny training with the network resolution increased to 512 × 512 (a)
and 608 × 608 (b).

5.1. Challenges

Dealing with the detection of small target objects was a challenging task, in which we
faced many issues. One of the main problems was the diversity of the input images, as
shown in Figure 23. For instance, images could have different resolutions and different
sizes, and small objects could be overlapped by other objects. When this happened, the
model usually produced a false negative prediction, i.e., not detecting a deer when there
was in fact one present.

Two such examples can be found in Figure 24. Due to the overlap between the UAV
images, it might occasionally be possible for one animal to appear in multiple images,
producing an error in the final count. Furthermore, if seen from above, animals often tend
to be hard to distinguish from various stationary objects such as tree trunks, rocks, and dirt
mounds.
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Figure 23. Example of the image diversity of our dataset. There were huge variations in the back-
ground, with illumination differences due to weather, season, and shadows.

Figure 24. Illustration of false negative predictions of YOLOv4 (left) and SSD (right) models. We can
see that this could happen when the object appeared blurry (as in the left case) or when the animal
was overlapped by branches or in motion (as in the right case).

What is more, in images this large, it was often not possible for the naked eye to detect
objects of interest, as shown in Figure 25. That is, to achieve a high performance, the images
needed to be analyzed at the pixel or small-region level. However, due to the low contrast
and cluttered images, it became difficult to identify whether a particular region or pixel
based on local information represented an animal or the background. Given that one deer
in an image with a size of 4000× 3000 occupied only up to 500 pixels, and that some images
contained only one deer, after the tiling of the image, the extremely small objects appeared
much more blurred, since they contained fewer pixels.
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Figure 25. Example of small target objects in our input images. Given an image this large, it is difficult
to locate and recognize the animal, for both humans and machines.

Additional challenge of class imbalance can occur in some models that have back-
ground as a class. In general, this problem occurs when some classes appear much more
frequent than the others. In the case of this study, where we dealt with only one class, we
encountered this problem only with the background class in specific models. Models such
as SSD treated the background as class 0, while deer were enumerated as class 1. In this case,
using images with sizes of at least 4000 × 3000 pixels, the prominence of the background
class was substantially greater. We made a distinction between these two classes during the
labeling process. While drawing the bounding boxes, we made a separation between the
foreground (the objects) and the background (everything else). The bounding box was then
a rough estimation of the foreground and the background, given that it had a rectangular
shape. To address the problem of class imbalance, we applied the tiling function described
in Section 3.3.

Another problem that we encountered during this work was the small size of the
dataset. However, with the development of the state-of-the-art pre-trained models, the need
for large datasets has been reduced using different techniques, such as transfer learning.
Therefore, by using pre-trained weights, we were able to build a reliable model using a
relatively small custom dataset.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented models that work on UAV images and can assist humans
in counting and monitoring wild animals. This task is of central importance to many
environmental, as well as economic, issues. Four deep learning convolutional networks
were trained to recognize and count deer in the Plavna hunting ground, in order to preserve
an optimal number at all times. We used pre-trained weights and further trained these
models on our own data. The results showed that the CNN managed to yield high-
performance predictions, even on images this large. It also demonstrated a high accuracy,
comparable to human detection capabilities. The animal detection with the You Only Look
Once algorithm achieved a precision of 86%, with an mAP of up to 70.45%. The overall
mean average precision of all the models in the optimal setup was in the range of 65–70%,
except for YOLOv3, which reached only 0.38%. The highest accuracy, 70.45%, was achieved
with the fourth version of YOLO in the second setup, that is, when there was an equal
number of positive and negative samples. However, even though the compressed version
yielded somewhat lower accuracy, with an mAP of 68.87%, when the network resolution
was increased, the training, testing, and counting processes were significantly faster. This
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model also outperformed the other tested models in the counting process, with 157 out of
169 deer detected. Although the models were trained to recognize only one class, deer, the
process is easily extendable to detect and track other types of animals, provided that there
are sufficient training data. This study also showcased the feasibility of using UAV imagery
in combination with CNNs as a promising wildlife surveying technique. In addition, we
showed that it is possible to generalize detection to populations outside of the site of the
training data. By utilizing this information, more data from diverse UAV images could be
gathered to improve the performance of the models.

Future work will include experiments using this method on other animal databases.
Instead of SSD300, an SSD512 model could be trained, as increasing the input size (in this
case from 300 × 300 to 512 × 512) could help improve the detection of small objects. Based
on the authors’ suggestions, we found that this model worked better on smaller objects
than SSD300. Another similar suggestion for future work came from the authors of the
YOLO network, who recommended increasing the resolution of the input images to 512 ×
512 or 608 × 608, which we tested only for the YOLOv4-tiny model. Our results showed
a slight increase in both the precision and mean average precision of YOLOV4-tiny, and
we believe the same would apply for YOLOv4. Given that YOLOv4 yielded a higher mAP,
future work should include training this model on larger image sizes as well. We also
recommend trying the newest version of You Only Look Once (version five), as well as its
compressed version, which showed promising results in related works.

Future work will also cover the problem of class imbalance. An initial solution to over-
come the imbalance problem might be to artificially balance the dataset by oversampling,
i.e., repeating each animal instance to match the total number of background locations.
While this has been shown to work well for other tasks, in some cases it can cause the
CNN to overfit. The inverse is also a possibility, as well as undersampling, which involves
reducing the number of background samples to match the number of other classes. The
drawback of this method is that it can reduce the model’s ability to learn the variability of
the background, which leads the model to misidentify everything that looks even remotely
similar to an animal.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

UAV Unmanned aerial vehicle
YOLO You Only Look Once
SSD Single Shot Multibox Detector
CDFD Context-aware Dense Feature Distillation
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mAP Mean average precision
CNNs Convolutional neural networks
CDFD Context-aware Dense Feature Distillation
AI Artificial intelligence
FPS Frames per second
NMS Non-maximum suppression
API Application programming interface
ROIs Regions of interest
TP True positive
TN True negative
FP False positive
FN False negative
IOU Intersection Over Union
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